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impose this without consent or due process.  If the applicant has suggested this this is either in 

place or agreed please be aware that this is not correct and we, together with many other 

owners of our building would actively resist such an attempt.   

Failure to Comply with Planning Requirements – we have been advised that the application 

fails to address essential planning requirements including SEPP 65, LEP 2012.  Your agency 

would be failing in its responsibilities to permit a defective and incomplete application. 

Historic Setting Compromised – the nearby buildings are generally low rise historic buildings 

that will be immediately impacted and compromised by this proposal.  In addition the loss of 

this heritage this site will easily become the “thin end of the wedge” that will be used to justify 

further destruction of Sydney’s remaining heritage as these adjoining sites are compromised by 

any outrageous president set for this site. 

Traffic and Parking – our local streets are largely unchanged from what existed 150 years ago 

despite the ongoing growth in the city.  Adding 43 floors of additional apartments – probably 

300 units will cause further traffic and congestion particularly at peak times when everybody is 

leaving and returning from school and work.  The 34 parking spaces will fall far short of serving 

residents needs and the regular visits of removalists, tradesmen, maintenance and repair staff, 

deliveries and garbage and recycling services appear to have been completely overlooked or 

more likely ignored as “sombody else’s problem”.   

Given the proposal is so grossly and unreasonably excessive I hope that your department is 

already preparing a decision to REJECT THIS APPLICATION.  I am happy for you to quote both 

the details and the sentiment of this letter to support this reaction and I REQUEST THAT THIS 

APPLICATION BE REFUSED.  

Yours Sincerely  
 
 

  

 




